November 20, 2020
Mr. Lyman Guy, Chairman
Apache Tribe of Oklahoma
PO Box 1330
Anadarko, OK 73005
Re: Midtown Drainage Improvements
San Marcos Texas, 78666
Community Block Development Grant – Disaster Relief
Dear Chairman Guy,
The City of San Marcos (City) is considering funding the project listed above with federal funds
from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD). Under HUD regulation 24
CFR 58.4, the City has assumed HUD’s environmental review responsibilities for the project,
including tribal consultation related to historic properties. Historic properties include
archeological sites, burial grounds, sacred landscapes or features, ceremonial areas, traditional
cultural places and landscapes, plant and animal communities, and buildings and structures
with significant tribal association.
The City is conducting a review of this project to comply with Section 106 of the National
Historic Preservation Act and its implementing regulations 36 CFR Part 800. We would like to
invite you to be a consulting party in this review to help identify historic properties in the
project area that may have religious and cultural significance to your tribe, and if such
properties exist, to help assess how the project might affect them. If the project might have an
adverse effect, we would like to discuss possible ways to avoid, minimize or mitigate potential
adverse effects.
Figure 1 (attached) shows the project area. A search of the Texas Archeological Sites Atlas
(Atlas) maintained by the Texas Historical Commission (THC) and the Texas Archeological
Research Laboratory (TARL) was conducted to identify previously conducted surveys and
previously identified archeological sites, historical markers, Recorded Texas Historic Landmarks,
properties or districts listed on the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP), State Antiquities
Landmarks (SALs), and cemeteries within the APE and within a 1.6-kilometer (1-mile) contextual
study area around the APE (Figures 2 and 3). No previously documented cultural resources of
any kind are located within the APE, but just 2 resources (sites 41HY180 and 41HY218) are
mapped within 500 meters (0.31 miles) of the APE, and a total of 21 resources are mapped
within the 1.6-kilometer (1-mile) study area around the APE (Table 1). It is unlikely that any of
these resources would be directly or indirectly impacted by the proposed project.
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Table 1: Previously Recorded Resources Within 1.6-Kilometer (1-Mile) Study Area Around
APE
NRHP/SAL
Name/Trinomial Description
Location
Eligibility
Multicomponent site also known as the
Aquarena Center Site, a SAL that
NRHPencompasses a prehistoric spring-side
0.95 miles west of
41HY37
eligible and
APE
camp location (including deeply buried
SAL-listed
components) and the historic homestead
of General Edward Burleson.
Historic-age McGee Cabin site
0.99 miles
41HY53
containing artifact scatter and structural
Undetermined
southeast of APE
remains.
Historic-age Hoskins homestead site,
0.95 miles
Undetermined
41HY55
contains several buildings and
southeast of APE
outbuildings.
Historic-age Rogers homestead site,
0.95 miles
41HY56
contains several buildings and
Undetermined
southeast of APE
outbuildings.
41HY109/
0.95 miles
Historic-age lime kiln built in the late
Belger-Cahill
NRHP-listed
th
northwest of APE
19 century.
Lime Kiln
A prehistoric-age site near Aquarena
0.95 miles west of NRHP41HY160
Springs that contains deeply buried
APE
eligible
deposits.
Prehistoric-age site containing a sparse
0.2 miles
41HY180
Undetermined
artifact scatter.
northeast of APE
Prehistoric-age site containing a sparse
0.85 miles north
41HY216
Ineligible
artifact scatter.
of APE
Prehistoric-age site with a mostly
0.53 miles
41HY217
Ineligible
incomplete Atlas entry.
northeast of APE
Prehistoric-age site with a mostly
0.2 miles
41HY218
Ineligible
incomplete Atlas entry.
southwest of APE
Prehistoric-age site containing a sparse
0.71 miles east of
41HY292
Undetermined
artifact scatter.
APE
NRHPA prehistoric-age site that contains
0.83 miles west of
41HY306
eligible and
deeply buried deposits.
APE
SAL-listed
Also known as Rattlesnake Cave, a
0.9 miles
41HY311
spring-side prehistoric-age site and
Undetermined
northwest of APE
ecological/geological feature.
A prehistoric-age site that contains
0.62 miles west of
41HY317
Undetermined
deeply buried deposits.
APE
Multicomponent site containing a
0.73 miles
41HY383
Undetermined
prehistoric-age open campsite and a
southeast of APE
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Table 1: Previously Recorded Resources Within 1.6-Kilometer (1-Mile) Study Area Around
APE
NRHP/SAL
Name/Trinomial Description
Location
Eligibility
historic-age (late nineteenth to early
twentieth century) artifact scatter located
within a plowed field.
Multicomponent site containing a
prehistoric-age lithic scatter and a
0.77 miles north
41HY475
Ineligible
historic-age homestead and artifact
of APE
scatter.
Historic-age homestead containing
0.87 miles north
41HY481
Ineligible
partially standing structural remains.
of APE
Cen-Tex Wool
NRHP district for a historic-age textile
0.4 miles
Mill Historic
mill; also known as Planters and
NRHP-listed
northwest of APE
District
Manufacturers Cotton Mill.
Texas Historical Marker for an
0.67 miles
Undetermined
Sink Springs
important artesian spring located in San
northwest of APE
Marcos.
Texas Historical Marker
0.69 miles
Undetermined
Hays County
commemorating the organization of
northeast of APE
Hays County.
CheathamTexas Historical Marker and historic-age
0.94 miles south
Hohenberg
cemetery containing 11 interments
NRHP-Listed
of APE
Cemetery
dating to 1871.
According to Atlas survey coverage data, dozens of previous surveys and testing projects have
been conducted within the 1.6-kilometer (1-mile) study area around the APE, the majority of
which have taken place near San Marcos Springs, which is located west of the APE on the
opposite side of Interstate Highway 35. Previous projects that extend to within 500 meters of
the APE include a linear survey with a limited Atlas entry (located just west of the APE), a linear
survey with a limited Atlas entry (extends through the western portion of the APE), a linear
survey with a limited Atlas entry (extends through the central portion of the APE), and a 2003
linear survey conducted by the Lower Colorado River Authority (extends through the central
portion of the APE; see Figure 2).
Survey of the Archeological APE was completed in July 2020 under Texas Antiquities Permit
9490. No archeological materials were observed, and no new sites were recorded. Project
archeologists recommended no further work prior to construction and the THC concurred with
this recommendation on September 04, 2020.
Additionally, project historians assessed the project area and conducted a survey of built
resources within a Historic APE. The Historic APE included all parcels intersected by a 150-foot
buffer from project activities (Figure 4).
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Twenty-one historic-age resources (constructed in 1976 or earlier) were documented on 8
parcels. One property was recommended eligible for the NRHP. The property is the Union
Pacific railroad bridge over the Blanco River and River Road, which was constructed by Mosher
Steel Company of Dallas, Texas in 1928. Project historians determined that this resource was
the only resource eligible for listing on the NRHP and that the proposed project would have no
adverse effect on historic properties. Historians recommended that no additional work be
completed prior construction.
The THC concurred with this assessment and recommendation on October 10, 2020.
To meet project timeframes, if you would like to be a consulting party on this project, can you
please let us know of your interest within 30 days? If you have any initial concerns with impacts
of the project on religious or cultural properties, can you please note them in your response?
Enclosed is a map that shows the project area and, if applicable, an additional area of potential
indirect effects. The project consists of improvements to existing stormwater management
infrastructure including an existing open drainage channel and stormwater outfall to the Blanco
River. It also consists of the construction of a new open drainage channel with new outfall
structure adjacent to the Blanco River.
More information on the Section 106 review process is available at
http://www.onecpd.info/environmental-review/historic-preservation/.
HUD’s process for tribal consultation under Section 106 is described in a Notice available at
https://www.onecpd.info/resource/2448/notice-cpd-12-006-tribal-consultation-under-24-cfrpart-58.
If you do not wish to consult on this project, can you please inform us? If you do wish to
consult, can you please include in your reply the name and contact information for the tribe’s
principal representative in the consultation? Thank you very much. We value your assistance
and look forward to consulting further if there are historic properties of religious and cultural
significance to your tribe that may be affected by this project.
Sincerely,

Justin Holder
Engineer in Training, Capital Improvements/Engineering
(512) 393-8248
JHolder@sanmarcostx.gov
FAX: (855) 759-2836
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